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HISTORY DENIAL
Let's make humans doubt what actually happened 
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Human history is important to humans

Confusion among humans about the

history and facts that surrounds it often  

leads to conflict and sometimes wars!

If they know too much, they’ll have an

easier time to get along. We don’t like that!

Young humans are very impressionable, this

makes them the perfect target!

1. INTRODUCTION



We will make money if the humnas, by:

+ Making war, where we can earn money on weapons 

+ Making groups not understanding other groups

history so that they misstreat each other. We can sell

medicin.

+ The more misinformed the humans are, the more they

will spread it themselves. We don’t need to work!

Internet have made it harder and easier to trick humans!

They used to believe anything, but now they can google!

2. WHY WE SHOULD USE HISTORY DENIAL 



Young humans attend 'school' to learn what old humans believe

is essential for their future as grown-ups.

Making the learning material they use as inaccurate as possible! 

+ Change the history of a special group

+ Make one person seem more important 

+ Make groups that hurt others, seem like they did a good thing

3. GOAL & TARGETS



The most active and involved trolls contributing with the best ideas will get:
      a promotion!
      an employee of the month title (and a party to celebrate it)!
      a salary bonus!
      a dinner with the boss (hihihihi)!

Which one of these caught your attention?

Don't forget that everyone should work hard! 
Humans are becoming more tolerant and they actually understand history!
These are bad news for the troll's community.
We must fight back - NOW!

4. MOTIVATION



Target group: Young humans 15 - 25 y.o.

Our mission: To make humans doubt history, or believe

something else happened. Make money! 

Channels: History books, learning material etc

Tools: Canva, Wikipedia, Chat GPT, Open AI 

Common task: Create learning material full of disinformation

5. TODAY’S PLAN



EXAMPLE TASKS FOR TODAY

Change facts 
Wrong numbers
Wrong time

Change who invented stuff
Who invented something
good
Who invented something bad

Create a conspiracy theory
A place is a cover for
something else
An event was a cover for
something else 



6. INSTRUCTIONS

STEP ONE 

In your groups choose an event
in history
Aim to change humans view on
history. Make young humans
doubt what happened.

STEP TWO

Brainstorm:
How can we make history as one-
sided as possible? 
Make up conspiracy theories  
Create rumors 
Use propaganda as facts

STEP THREE

Create a page that wi l l  go into
a history book

Create false pictures 
Create ”facts” 



THE END FOR TODAY

LET'S GET MALEFICENT NOW!

Each team will present the results of their work

one after the other at the end of the workday.

The presence of all trolls is mandatory! Good luck!


